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Highlights 
 A tool was developed to help real estate owners plan refurbishment 
 The tool identifies priorities in terms of actions and buildings to be retrofitted 
 It combines dynamic building energy simulations and multi-objective optimisation 
 It was applied to a social housing stock with a multi-year budget constraint 
 Priorities are set based on the identified optimal renovation schedules 
Abstract  
Identifying optimal refurbishment strategies for a building stock is a challenging task. Numerous 
energy efficiency measures can be undertaken for each building. In addition, under financial 
constraints, real estate owners have to decide in which buildings and renovation actions to invest 
first, as well as how to plan renovations over time. A methodology combining multi-objective 
optimisation (MOO) with dynamic building energy simulation is proposed to help building stock 
managers to set their priorities. The MOO is based on the NSGA-II algorithm: a first chromosome 
represents the possible buildings and the actions to invest in, while a second chromosome 
corresponds to the temporal sequencing of these retrofit choices. Finally, optimal refurbishment 
schedules can be identified. The methodology is applied to multi-dwelling units of a portfolio 
property owner in Greater Paris Area. Refurbishment schedules, minimising investment cost and 
energy consumption, and meeting yearly budget constraints, were analysed. Among optimal 
schedules, actions that are frequently selected on a building during the first few years of renovation 
are identified as priorities. The developed methodology, implemented in a tool, thus provides a first 
level of decision aid. 
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Buildings refurbishment is on the agenda in many countries i  o de  to fa e toda s’ glo al 
challenges. Due to the low rate of new construction, the potential of building retrofitting is significant 
not only from an environmental point of view to save energy resources [1] and to mitigate climate 
change [2], but also from a social perspective to reduce energy poverty [3]. However, efficient 
building refurbishment may be difficult to achieve. Many combinations of refurbishment actions can 
be identified for the same building and the objectives may be conflicting [4]. Choosing of the most 
efficient combination is thus complex and difficult to generalise to other buildings. On a wider scale, 
i.e. at a district or portfolio scale, the savings potential is higher but the number of feasible 
renovation combinations increases as efficient combinations have to be chosen for each building. 
Furthermore, given budgetary constraints, renovation priorities should be given to some buildings or 
some actions, and renovation works should be planned over time. Therefore, three important 
questions need to be answered he  efu ishi g a g oup of uildi gs: hi h set of renovation 
actions should e pe fo ed? , hi h uildi g should e efu ished first?  a d he  should 
renovations e pe fo ed?  [5]. Several tools have already been developed to solve such complex 
optimisation problem in a context of neighbourhoods, districts, portfolios or cities refurbishment [6–
13], but most of them fail to answer to all of these questions. In this work, a tool associating dynamic 
                                                          
1 Acronyms : AHP: Analytic Hierarchy Process; B: Large apartment block; CAPEX: CAPital EXpenditure; 
D1: District 1; D2: District 2; DHW: Domestic Hot Water; DBES: Dynamic Building Energy Simulation; 
E-W: East-West Orientation; GA: Genetic Algorithm; GHG: Greenhouse Gases; LCC: Life Cycle Cost; 
MACBETH: Measuring Attractiveness by a Categorical Based Evaluation Technique; MCDM: Multi-
Criteria Decision Making; MILP: Mixed-Integer Linear Programing; MOO: Multi-Objective 
Optimisation; N-S: North-South Orientation; NPV: Net Present Value; OPEX: OPerating EXpenditure; 
PSO: Particle Swarm Optimisation; SA: Sensitivity Analysis; T: Tower; UA: Uncertainty Analysis. 
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building energy simulation, cost assessment and multi-objective optimisation was developed to 
a s e  the hi h a tio , hi h uildi g  a d hi h ea  uestio s. 
1.1 Methods for building performance improvement 
Choosing the most appropriate set of actions to improve the performance of buildings is a complex 
task. Many actions can be performed on the envelope and systems. In addition, the performance can 
e pe ei ed diffe e tl   ea h uildi g a to  desig e , i esto , o e , te a t…  a d many 
criteria and constraints should be taken into account: e.g. improving energy efficiency, complying 
with budget and standards, avoiding discomfort, increasing building value, improving the quality of 
life … In order to find the most appropriate set of actions in a given context, multi-objective 
optimisation (MOO) and multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) have been used in new construction 
and renovation contexts [5,14]. In MOO, a set of objectives functions (i.e. formulations of the 
performance criteria) are jointly minimised. Following the principle of Pareto-optimality, each 
objective is as important as the others. The solutions to the optimisation problem are then trade-offs 
between the potentially conflicting objectives. Given the set of optimal solutions, one solution can be 
chosen a posteriori, for instance using MCDM methods [15]. In MCDM, a solution is chosen, among a 
set of predefined solutions, based on the decision-makers’ preferences and existing uncertainties 
and constraints. Weighting methods are often employed to give priority to criteria that best reflect 
the decision-makers’ preferences. 
Optimisation methods have been widely used over the past two decades to improve the 
performance of buildings as shown by the numerous review articles on this topic [4,14–18]. They 
were applied to new or existing buildings [4,14] with the aim of reducing costs and energy 
consumption, as well as in some case improving comfort and reducing environmental impacts 
[4,14,17,19]. Among the existing MOO algorithms , genetic algorithms (GA) are by far the most 
popular [14–16]. In GAs, a population evolves towards optimum solutions following the principle of 
natural selection [17]. Several reasons explain the popularity of GAs: their efficiency in converging 
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toward the theoretical Pareto front; their ability to deal with continuous and discrete variables and 
to handle non-linear or discontinuous problem without converging to a local minima; the possibility 
to run parallel simulations of each population member [4,18]. 
MCDM has been used in new construction for the design of building components [20], as well as in 
existing buildings for renovation purposes [5,21]. Taillandier et al. [22] studied a two-step approach 
with a multi- ite ia a al sis to fi d the est e o atio  a tio s fo  houses ased o  the o e ’s 
preferences, building characteristics, and experts knowledge of technical feasibility. In a 
refurbishment context, the criteria included in the decision making process are related to social, 
environmental and economic sustainability; environmental quality criteria remaining the most often 
represented in decision support tools [5]. 
A large majority of studies focussed on MOO or MCDM for one building, while assessment at the 
building stock level was less addressed [10,9,23,24]. However, dealing with larger spatial scale is 
relevant to help municipalities or portfolio property owners to set renovation priorities. 
1.2 Modelling and assessing the performances of building stocks 
Over the past decade, an increasing number of studies have investigated the performance at the 
building stock level. According to Peri et al. [25] and Österbring et al. [23], these studies mainly 
aimed at estimating the current energy consumption of an existing building stock or the potential 
savings (economic or energetic) achievable through energy retrofit measures. This is useful for 
planning energy strategies and to predicting future energy demand, as well as for setting priorities in 
the development of the stock and in the refurbishment of existing buildings. Environmental impacts 
of a building stock retrofit have also been evaluated, with a special attention to the reduction of 
greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions [8,12,26]. 
Building stock can be modelled using bottom-up or top-down approaches [27,28]. In the first 
approach, the energy consumption of each building, or of some representative buildings, is assessed 
using statistical or engineering (physics-based) methods. Then results are extrapolated to get the 
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total energy consumption of the stock. In the top-down approach, aggregated econometric or 
technological data (e.g. historical consumption data for a city or a country) are used to obtain the 
building stock consumption. Building physics based bottom-up approaches are the most common 
approaches to estimate the energy-saving potential of existing building stocks according to Brøgger 
and Wittchen [29]. Such approaches seem suitable to help building stock managers to decide which 
actions to perform, which building to refurbish and how to plan renovation work over time. 
1.3 Setting priorities when refurbishing building stocks 
Some research articles have focussed on setting refurbishment priorities at the building stock level. A 
set of 19 research articles were identified; they aimed at answering to, at least, one of the hi h 
a tio , hi h uildi g  a d hi h ea  uestio s. These pape s a e referenced in the Table 1. 
Problems formulation, methods used and questions answered in these articles are dealt with in the 
next paragraphs. 
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Table 1: Scope of the articles related to building stock refurbishment (chronological order) 
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1.3.1 Building stock modelling 
Building stocks studied in previous articles are various in terms of size and type. The smallest building 
stocks consisted in two buildings [7,36], while some studies considered thousands of buildings 
[13,23,31,32,38]. Often 5 to 50 different buildings were considered [8–11,24,34,35,37]. As 
highlighted in Table 1, building stocks belong to one owner (e.g. private real estate property owner 
or municipal owner) or to multiple owners, as in Murray et al. [12] and Rogeau et al. [13] where 
statistical data for countries were used to model the building stock. Buildings were grouped in one 
district or one city, or they were spread over a large territory such as a region or a country. In most 
cases, buildings in a stock had the same use, and several types of stock were studied: housing stocks 
[6,8,13,23,30,32,35,37,38], stocks of schools or university buildings [9,24,36], or stocks of offices or 
commercial buildings [10,11,33,34]. 
Regarding the stock modelling, a bottom-up approach was adopted in all papers of Table 1. For small 
stocks, the engineering method was chosen and all buildings were fully described based on real 
buildings [7,10,30,34,36,37]. For larger stocks, when data was available, a set of representative 
buildings was sometimes selected using clustering methods or expert knowledge. Categories of 
buildings were then built according to the year of construction, building size, orientation, use, 
constructive technique or climate zones. Only these representative buildings were fully described 
based on existing buildings [6,8,9,11,24,35]. Optimal refurbishment scenarios were then identified 
for each representative building and in some cases, the savings potential were scaled up to get the 
savings potential of the entire stock [6,8,9,11]. Statistical bottom-up methods were also applied in 
order to model cities or countries [12,13,23,31–33,38]. In this case, national databases, created from 
surveys, were employed to rebuild the stock. Geographic information system and cadastral data 
were sometimes exploited in addition to improve the stock modelling [13,23,38]. 
1.3.2 Renovation actions 
Many energy efficiency measures have been investigated in order to improve the building stock 
performance. Some were related to the building envelope only, in which case renovation actions 
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concerned wall, loft and cavity insulation as well as windows replacement [6]. Others referred to the 
change of energy systems only: e.g. heating, domestic hot water (DHW), ventilation or lighting 
systems [7]. In most of the papers however, refurbishment of envelope and energy systems have 
been studied jointly. In addition to the aforementioned renovations actions, other measures have 
been investigated such as the implementation of PV panels or solar collectors [11,12,32,37], the 
improvement of heating control strategies [9,24,35,37], the change of the electrical system [7,23,38], 
the installation of shading devices [33,35], the change of showerheads [7] or office equipment [11]. 
Three articles combined both maintenance and retrofit of buildings [30,34,38]. Other measures have 
been investigated such as changing water and sewage piping, or improving the fire detection. 
Sometimes, renovation actions or combinations of renovation actions may not be appropriate for 
some buildings in the stock. Constraints are then added in order to avoid these cases. For instance, 
He et al. [6] removed the option of installing double-glazing for houses already equipped with  
double-glazed. Keirstead and Calderon [31] added constraints in order to avoid that household have 
solid-wall and cavity-wall insulation at the same time. García-Fuentes et al. [37] defined rules of 
incompatibility in order to avoid solutions that are not compatible with the decision makers 
expectations. On the contrary, it may be appropriate to jointly perform several renovation actions in 
order to reduce cost and to improve the building performance. Bana e Costa and Oliveira [30] 
evaluated a degree of synergy in order to identify combinations of renovation actions to be 
performed at the same time. Furthermore, some renovation actions may have to be done before 
others and Wu et al. [7] suggested to introduce constraints in the retrofitting sequencing in future 
works. 
1.3.3 Criteria and constraints 
Several performance criteria have been selected to find the most appropriate renovation strategies 
at the building stock level. Cost and energy related criteria were the most often chosen as shown in 
Table 1. Regarding cost criteria, it was intended to minimise the investment cost, the lifecycle cost 
(LCC), the payback period, or to maximise the savings or the net present value (NPV). Specific models 
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assessed the economic performance considering capital expenditures only (CAPEX) or both CAPEX 
and operating expenditures (OPEX). The terms CAPEX and OPEX are often used by facility and 
property managers to describe the costs of the building stock. While CAPEX refer to expensive 
measures such as refurbishment that improve buildings and their value for several years, OPEX 
involve ongoing expenses such as buildings operation and maintenance costs [40]. In a balance sheet, 
OPEX are immediately expensed but CAPEX are added to the assets and expensed over multiple 
years. Regarding energy criteria, the aim was to minimise the energy consumption or to maximise 
the energy savings. Energy performance criteria were mostly evaluated using steady-state 
approaches. However, in some case, energy consumption was calculated more accurately using 
dynamic building energy simulation (DBES) software: EnergyPlus [6,8,11,12,33,37] or TRNSYS [35]. 
Other criteria have also been taken into account in some studies, including greenhouse gases 
emissions [8,9,12,37], emissions of CO2, SO2 and NOx [10], thermal comfort [9,33,37], compliance 
with existing regulations [34,36], client satisfaction [34], and cultural heritage preservation [9]. Of the 
papers reviewed, some considered only one criterion [13,23,24,31,32,35,38], while the majority were 
framed in a multicriteria context. 
In many papers, budgetary constraints have been taken into account [7,9,10,30,34,37] and the 
renovation cost at the stock level should not exceed the total available budget. Other constraints 
have also been implemented such as energy savings targets [7,37] and carbon budget [31,32]. 
1.3.4 Methods to set priorities 
Four main types of methods have been chosen in order to identify optimal refurbishment scenarios 
at the building stock level as shown in Table 1, namely: single-objective optimisation (SOO) and 
MOO, MCDM, sensitivity analysis (SA) and data mining methods. Depending on the method and on 
the number of criteria, one renovation strategy or a set of renovation strategies have been identified. 
The uestio s hi h a tio , hi h uildi g a d du i g hi h ea  to perform the renovation 
actions have often been answered with the help of SOO and MOO. Keirstead and Calderon [31] and 
Jennings et al. [32] carried out a SOO with a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) approach in 
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order to minimise the cost, leading to one optimal refurbishment scenario. Rogeau et al. [13] chose a 
single-objective framework based on a variant of a knapsack problem in order to maximise the NPV 
of renovation actions. Nägeli et al. [38] applied a method that takes the deterioration of building 
components into account and determines the cost-optimal time to perform maintenance and 
retrofit. In other articles, several objectives have been studied and the optimisation problem was 
solved by aggregating all objectives into one criterion. Gabrielli and Ruggeri [9] searched the building 
stock renovation strategy that maximises the weighted sum of four performance criteria. Wu et al. 
[7] calculated the weighted sum in order to combine two objectives into one objective function, and 
then optimised the building stock performance with an optimal control approach. Wu et al. [8] and 
Murray et al. [12] selected the  -constraint method in order to minimise cost and GHG emissions a 
MILP SOO framework.  
In addition, MOO problems have been solved with Pareto-based strategies. He et al. [6] and Luddeni 
et al. [11] used the NSGA-II algorithm [41], Taillandier [34] executed a particle swarm optimisation 
(PSO) [42], and He et al. [10] combined PSO and a GA. Using Pareto-based methods, a set of 
renovation strategies can be identified; they represent a trade-off between all objectives. 
MCDM has been applied in three articles. Bana e Costa and Oliveira [30] ran the MACBETH method 
(Measuring Attractiveness by a Categorical Based Evaluation TecHnique) [43] to reflect municipal 
policies in prioritising of the municipal stock refurbishment. Carbonari et al. [36] used the AHP 
method (Analytic Hierarchy Process) [44] in order to find the school that should be refurbished first. 
In these two papers, a unique renovation strategy was identified in the output. In García-Fuentes et 
al. [37], the benefits and costs of each renovation scenarios were evaluated with MCDM and trade-
off solutions between cost and benefits were identified through the concept of Pareto-optimality. 
Two studies took advantage of SA to prioritise renovation actions. Mauro et al. [33] identified in a 
first step the most influential envelope energy efficiency measures on energy demand and thermal 
comfort using the standard rank regression coefficients (SRRC). In a second step, they investigated 
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the cost effectiveness of renovation action including efficiency measures on envelope, and actions on 
energy systems. Soutullo et al. [35] applied a One-At-a-Time (OAT) approach and could find which 
renovation actions were the most effective in increasing the energy savings. In addition, Luddeni et 
al. [11] carried out a SA to identify the most promising energy efficiency measures, before 
performing a MOO with NSGA-II. 
A data mining approach was conducted by Pistore et al. [24] to minimise the energy consumption of 
schools. They combined wrapper feature selection, random forests and clustering methods to 
identify cluster of buildings on which a specific renovation action should be prioritised. 
In addition, in Österbring et al. [23], a fixed renovation set was applied to all buildings in a city and 
the cost-effectiveness of this set was assessed, allowing to identify districts or buildings that can 
achieve significant savings and that should be refurbished first. 
1.3.5 Priorities assessed 
The papers listed in Table 1 aimed at setting priorities in terms of renovation actions, buildings to 
efu ish o  e o atio  ti e se ue i g. Fou  pape s a s e ed o l  o e of the hi h a tio , 
hi h ti e  a d hi h ea  uestio s [6,33,35,36], while the majority answered two or three 
questions. The most answered uestio  as the hi h a tio  one, i.e. the aim was to set priorities 
with respect to energy efficiency measures to be applied to the uildi g sto k. The hi h a tio  
uestio  as o ple e ted  the hi h uildi g  uestio  i  eight pape s  o   the hi h 
ea  uestio  i  t o pape s . As an example, in Wu et al. [8], optimal renovation actions are 
determined for each building typologies and scaled-up at the district level. The way to plan 
renovation over time at the building stock level, i.e. the hi h ea  uestio , as less add essed i  
previous literature. It was investigated in six of the nineteen papers [7,9,31,32,34,38]. A renovation 
schedule was defined, as in Jennings et al. [32] where the optimal time schedule to perform different 
types of renovation actions in the stock was determined. Besides these six articles, prioritisation in 
time was indirectly included by a calculation of a degree of urgency in the renovation actions in Bana 
e Costa and Oliveira [30]. Furthermore, considering the renovation of one building, van de Moortel et 
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al. [45] investigated the optimal refurbishment planning in order to determine if a step-by-step 
renovation approach was more cost-effective than an in-depth renovation performed all at once. 
Among the reviewed pape s, o l  th ee joi tl  a s e ed the hi h a tio , hi h uildi g  a d 
hi h ea  uestio s. Each study considered a limited investment budget each year, which is 
consistent with the aim: in case of an unlimited investment budget, the algorithm would suggest to 
refurbish all buildings in the first year in order to minimise energy consumption and cost. Wu et al. 
[7] chose an optimal control approach in order to find the best strategy to retrofit energy systems in 
the case of a small stock consisting of two buildings. They tried different weightings between their 
two criteria (energy savings and net present value) and each time got one optimal solution in terms 
of actions on energy system, building to refurbish, and time scaling. Taillandier et al. [34] identified 
the best five-year maintenance plans for a set of 22 buildings by means of a particle swarm 
optimisation. 88 optimal maintenance plans could be identified. The stakeholders eventually ranked 
a posteriori the optimal plans according to their preferences. In their study, three criteria were taken 
into account but none of them was related to environmental impacts such as energy consumption or 
GHG emissions. Gabrielli et al. [9] firstly executed multi-attribute linear programming in order to find 
one optimal refurbishment strategy for each of the 25 building of their portfolio. Secondly, they 
prioritised actions and buildings to refurbish over time using urgency and cost-effectiveness 
indicators, leading to a time distribution of retrofit interventions. 
In five papers, other questions were answered. When a large building stock was taken into account 
(e.g. a city), it was investigated which district should be refurbished in priority [23,31,32]. 
Furthermore, Wu et al. [7] referred to the change of existing facility instead of refurbishment actions 
as they considered the replacement of energy systems only (changes in the building envelope were 
not studied). Nägeli et al. [38] likewise referred to actions on building components instead of 
refurbishment actions as they considered both maintenance actions and energy retrofit actions. 
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1.4 Aim of the article 
The present article aims at proposing and applying a methodology to help portfolio property owner 
to define appropriate retrofit strategies for their stock by studying the characteristics of a set of 
optimal renovation schedules. For the optimal solutions, it should point out which type of building of 
the stock to refurbish first, which type of renovation actions to perform in priority, and in what order 
to plan the refurbishment when dealing with a funding plan over several years. Furthermore, some 
of the limitations identified in previous literature are overcome. Firstly, both actions on envelope and 
energy systems are taken into account. Secondly, cost and environmental criteria are considered as 
both are important to portfolio property owners. Regarding environmental criteria, the energy 
consumption is chosen and accurately assessed via a DBES tool to determine the buildings heating 
loads. Thirdly, all three questions are answered within one optimisation step. Lastly, there is no a 
priori weighting of the performance criteria, so that stakeholders can choose among a diversity of 
optimal renovation schedules the one that best fits their preference after having consulted the 
contents of the schedules. In order to provide a set of optimal schedules, an MOO with an adapted 
version of the NSGA-II algorithm is run. The multi-criteria decision part is not studied in this article 
whose focus is on the optimisation methodology and on the identification of the main characteristics 
of optimal schedules. In the next sections, the methodology is described and then applied to 
apartment buildings of a portfolio property owner in Greater Paris Area. In the results section, 
statistical studies carried out on the optimal schedules make it possible to draw conclusions on the 
renovation to perform as a priority and provide a first level of decision-aid.  
2 Methodology 
In order to find the best renovation schedules for a building stock, the methodology summarised in 
Figure 1 is applied. After defining the optimisation problem, case study dependent data are fed as an 
input to the optimisation process. An optimisation algorithm is chosen to find the optimal solutions 
to the hi h a tio , hi h uildi g  a d hi h ea  uestio s. A la ge u e  of e o atio  
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schedules are explored by the optimisation algorithm and the performance of each one is assessed 
according to the previously defined objectives and constraints. Then, the algorithm selects Pareto-
optimal schedules. In the post-processing step, the characteristics of the Pareto-front are analysed. 
The Opti isatio  p o ess  a d Outputs  steps i  Figure 1 are central to the methodology and the 
corresponding algorithms remain unchanged regardless of the building stock studied. The two first 
steps on the contrary are case study specific and must be adapted to be consistent with the stock 
under investigation. In that way, the proposed methodology can be applied to any building portfolio 
(from historic to post-world war II buildings). Further details on the four methodological steps are 
given in the next paragraphs. 
 
 
Figure 1: Overview of the methodological steps. Steps 1, 2 depend on the case study, whereas the algorithm in the 
optimisation process and outputs steps remain unchanged regardless of the studied stock. 
2.1 Optimisation problem definition 
The aim of the studies is to find when and which renovation actions should occur. An MOO 
algorithm, able to deal with constraints, must be selected. A set of optimal renovation schedules, 
representing the best trade-offs between several objectives and that can meet several constraints, 
are therefore analysed in order to define the priorities.  
Outputs
Statistical analysis of the Pareto-optimal renovation schedules
Optimisation process
Optimisation algorithm Performance assessment







Goal and scope of the study
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The performance improvement is studied over an analysis period of   years using the MOO 
algorithm. Renovation actions are allowed during the   first years of the analysis period. Note that   must be lower or equal to  . 
Similarly, to previous literature, a bottom-up approach is adopted to represent the stock, with a full 
description of a set of representative buildings. These representative buildings can be used several 
times in order to model a real building stock.  
As an example, the optimisation problem in the case study is the following: minimise the energy 
consumption of a stock, modelled as a number of building archetypes, over a period of   years, by a 
sequence of energy saving measures over  years, under a constraint of a limited yearly budget. 
2.2 Pre-processing step 
Before starting the optimisation process, input data are defined. They are case study dependent. A 
building stock is chosen, and representative buildings are identified and modelled. 
Based on the characteristics of the representative buildings, appropriate renovation actions are 
defined. The adaptation of the renovation action to the representative buildings is an important step 
as historic buildings cannot be refurbished in the same way as buildings from the 1970s. In some 
cases, several renovation actions should be combined for technical or economic reasons. In that case, 
two options may be considered to input the renovation actions in the algorithm. The first option is to 
try all single renovation actions separately in the optimisation algorithm and then use a set of 
predefined constraints; schedules, for which the identified single actions are not combined, are 
filtered out. The second option is to try only the combined actions. We chose the second option as it 
reduces the search space and speeds up the convergence. The combined actions are grouped 
together in a gene which can have a large number of allelic versions. 
In addition, in the input step, objectives and constraints that best fit the aim of the study are chosen. 
As the goal is to find the best way to plan renovation work in time, funding constraints are taken into 
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account for each year of the analysis period. Other constraints may be included depending on the 
specificities of the building portfolio. 
2.3 Optimisation process 
After defining all case study related input parameters, the optimisation process starts. An 
optimisation algorithm is combined to a DBES tool to assess energy and comfort related objectives. 
The algorithm was adapted to the context of the renovation of a building stock over several years, so 
that it is able to deal with multiple buildings, renovation years and constraints. 
2.3.1 Optimisation algorithm 
The well-known genetic algorithm NSGA-II [41] was chosen. As shown in previous literature, genetic 
algorithms have efficiently served as a tool to improve the performance of new or existing buildings. 
The characteristics of population members are defined considering genes linked to a chromosome, 
that exist in different allelic versions. When working at the building scale, each population member is 
represented by a chromosome and its characteristics are defined by the chosen allelic version of 
each gene (e.g. adding 10 cm or 20 cm of insulation for the gene related to the wall insulation 
retrofit). One population member therefore corresponds to one version of the same building having 
different allelic characteristics. 
Four parameters have to be set in order to run the algorithm: the number of population members, 
the crossover and mutation probabilities, and the stopping criterion. They are set based on previous 
literature and on experience. 
2.3.2 Optimisation platform 
Amapola (a module of the Pleiades2 software) manages the optimisation, integrating NSGA-II 
algorithm and calling the DBES model COMFIE [46] for the evaluation of the solutions (in terms of 
energy and comfort). The reliability of the reduced multi-zone building model COMFIE has been 
successfully proven through comparisons with measurements [47,48] and comparisons with 
international reference models [49–52]. This physic-based model is valid for all types of buildings.  




A dedicated script calculates the investment costs over  years and the energy operating costs over   years of all population members at each generation. All investment costs are considered as CAPEX 
(even if only windows are changed), while all energy costs are related to OPEX. The yearly 
depreciation or the revaluation of the value of the buildings stock (which depend on the completion 
or not of the renovation works in the current year) are not computed.  
2.3.3 Adaptations for building stock renovations 
The frame of NSGA-II algorithm has to be adapted to deal with the renovation of a building stock 
over several years. First of all, one population member no more corresponds to a single building, but 
rather corresponds to a set of   buildings for which renovation work is planned over the   first 
years. One population member, i.e. one renovation schedule for the building stock is graphically 
represented in Figure 2, where renovation actions on each building are presented in rows, while the 
year when renovation actions are taken is shown in columns. 
 
Figure 2: One population member for NSGA-II when refurbishing a building stock over several years. DG: double-glazed, 
TG: triple-glazed. 
For ease of implementation, the genetic information of all buildings was regrouped in the same 
chromosome, instead of splitting the genetic information over   chromosomes. Thus one 
chromosome summarises the renovation actions to be performed on all buildings. This chromosome 
consists in all genes related to building 1, followed by all genes related to building 2, and so on until 
all genes related to building  , as shown in Figure 3. The genes order on the chromosomes is the 




















same for each population members. This way of modelling the   buildings has an effect on the 
crossover operator, which is a single-point crossover in our case. By using a single chromosome for all 
buildings, the building stock is considered as a whole. In addition, the crossover point can be either 
within the genes of one building or between two buildings. Note that this modelling choice does not 
affect the mutation operator as the mutation probability is applied to each gene, independently of 
the chromosomes. 
In order to get optimal renovation schedules, the algorithm should be able to handle multiple 
renovation years. This sequencing of renovation work in time was done using two chromosomes for 
each population member, as proposed by Rivallain [53,54] in the context of the optimisation of 
e o atio  s hedules fo  o e uildi g. A fi st h o oso e alled a tio  h o oso e  su a ises 
all renovation actions (i.e. all genes) of all buildings. A second chromosome called o de  
h o oso e  contains the year when the renovation action is taken (i.e. the years when each gene 
of the action chromosome is activated). The two chromosomes have therefore the same number of 
genes. The way the genetic information is distributed over two chromosomes is illustrated in Figure 
3. Note that the crossover operator is applied to each chromosome independently. Thus the 
crossover point chosen for the action chromosome may be different from the crossover point of the 
order chromosome. Furthermore, the mutation operator is applied to each gene of each 
chromosome. 
This way of handling multiple buildings and multiple years in the NSGA-II algorithm allows the 
questions hi h a tio , hi h uildi g  a d hi h ea  to be answered jointly within the same 
optimisation process. In practice, within the developed algorithm, the performance of each building 
(i.e. the objectives and constraints) is evaluated for each year, depending on the state of each 
building on that year, until the year  is reached. Finally, the assessed criteria are aggregated at the 
stock level and for the   retrofit years. Selections for reproduction and for replacement of 
population members for the next generation are based on the aggregated criteria. 
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Figure 3: Genetic information representation with two chromosomes 
Lastly, the optimisation algorithm was adapted in order to deal with multiple constraints. As the aim 
is to find optimal renovation schedules under multi-year funding constraints, the algorithm was 
adapted to deal at least with costs constraints but other kinds of constraints such as energy savings 
constraints can also be integrated. Two kinds of cost constraints can be taken into account: yearly 
investment and global investment. The multi-year funding constraints are considered as soft 
constraints that can be exceeded by 10 %. However, global funding constraints over the  years are 
implemented as hard constraints and are not allowed to be exceeded. For each population member, 
the amount of investment for all buildings is assessed for each year from year 1 to year  . For one 
given year, if the amount of investment exceeds 110 % of the available budget for that year, the 
constraint for that year is not met and the counter of exceeded constraints is incremented by a value 
of    . On the contrary, if the amount of investment remains below the available budget for that 
year, the budget that has not been expended is added to the following year’s budget. In addition, the 
amount of investment of all years is added to get the global investment on the   first years. If the 
global invested amount exceeds the global budget, the counter of exceeded constraints is 
incremented by a value of 1. Note that the counter of exceeded constraints is incremented in such a 
way that the same weight is given to the global investment constraint as to all yearly constraints 
Building 1: Wall insulation thick. [10 cm, 20 cm, …]




Building N: Wall insulation thick. [10 cm, 20 cm, …]
Building N: Windows type [single glazing, double glazing, …]
Building 1: Wall insulation [year 1, year 2, … , year M]




Building N: Wall insulation [year 1, year 2, … , year M]




taken together. Thus, the influence of exceeding the budget during only one year is less important 
than exceeding the global budget. In the NSGA-II algorithm, during the selections for reproduction 
and for replacement, population members are preferred over others if their counter of exceeded 
constraints is lower. 
As explained in 2.2, some renovation measures should not be performed independently, e.g. 
replacing windows will generally influence air renewal by reducing infiltration, which may lead to 
modifications of the ventilation system. In order to account for such aspects, combined renovation 
actions are considered and grouped within one gene. This gene may have a large number of allelic 
versions as several types of windows replacement and ventilation systems may be jointly chosen. 
This adaptation in the genetic modelling does not change the genetic processes. In the initial 
population, one of the many allelic versions of the gene (e.g. double glazing and single flow 
ventilation) is randomly chosen and then population members evolve through crossover, mutation 
and selection. 
2.3.4 Adaptations to decrease the optimisation process time 
In our context, various renovation actions can be applied on many buildings, studied over many 
years. This leads to a large amount of possible renovation schedules, potentially slowing down the 
convergence speed of the optimisation algorithm. In order to make the search of optimal schedules 
more efficient, some trivial solutions are included in the initial population, as suggested by Machairas 
et al. [17]. Contrary to the usual random initialisation, the population of the first generation is 
customised using expert knowledge: the allelic characteristics of some population members are 
replaced by those of members who are assumed to be part of the final Pareto front. For example, if 
the two objectives to minimise in the optimisation are the energy consumption of the building stock 
over   years and the global investment, two renovation schedules appear to be trivial. Firstly, the 
o uildi g is e o ated  population member is an extremum of the final Pareto front as it will lead 
to the highest energy consumption and the lowest investment. Secondly, the populatio  e e  all 
buildings are refurbished to reached the highest energy pe fo a e  is the othe  extremum of the 
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Pareto front leading to the lowest energy consumption and to the highest investment. It might be 
difficult for the algorithm to find these two extrema due to the large number of possible schedules: 
including them in the initial population is useful to bring more diversity from the first generation. 
One combination of renovation actions for one reference building can occur in many renovation 
schedules. For instance, two population members in the same generation or in different generations 
may have one building with the same combination of renovation actions. In addition, if the 
renovation works start on year 3 for one building, the building state is the same in years 1 and 2. In 
order to avoid multiple evaluations of energy and cost performances for a same building state, all 
DBES and cost assessments are carried out at the beginning of the optimisation process for all 
possible states and an archive of building state performance is generated.  
2.4 Post-processing step 
The optimisation process provides a set of optimal refurbishment schedules for the studied building 
stock. The characteristics of these optimal solutions are statistically analysed in order to draw 
conclusions on how these building stocks should be refurbished. Renovations that are more likely to 
be performed during a given year of the multi-year plan are identified. This helps buildings property 
managers to set priorities. 
3 Case study 
The methodology was applied in order to find the optimal renovation schedules for a social housing 
portfolio under multi-year funding constraints. The portfolio is a virtual building stock that was 
modelled using data of a real building stock, provided by a portfolio property owner in the city of 
Montreuil in Greater Paris Area, France. The organisation owns social housing in several districts of 
the city. For economic, social and environmental reasons, it has identified two districts of its portfolio 
to be refurbished in priority, and needs assistance to define renovation priorities within these two 
districts. A five-year planning of renovation works was considered in order to be consistent with the 
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funding plan time-scale chosen of the organisation. Based on an in-depth analysis of the 
characteristics of the optimal schedules, the aim of this study was to help the owner to define the 
renovation actions to perform, the buildings to refurbish and the planning. 
3.1 Location and climate 
The two districts are located in Montreuil, a French municipality bordering Paris to the east. France 
has a temperate climate with five main sub-regional climates [55] and historically buildings are 
designed to reduce heating consumptions. More specifically, Paris as the centre of France are 
characterised by a semi-oceanic climate, i.e. the temperature differences between summer and 
winter are greater than at seaside, while rainfall is lower. In this study, the climate was modelled 
using a typical climate file from the current French building energy regulation (RT2012 [56,57]), 
created from observed data over the period 1994-2008. 58,330 heating degree-hours (with 18 °C as 
standard reference temperature) are taken into account in the file to describe the climate 
appropriately.  
3.2 Portfolio modelling 
A virtual social housing stock was modelled based on the characteristics of the buildings in the two 
districts to be refurbished in priority. In these two districts, two types of buildings can be found: on 
the one side, low- ise la ge ultifa il  house uildi gs that a e alled la ge apa t e t lo ks  a d 
de oted B  i  the following, and on the other side, high-rise multifamily house buildings that are 
alled to e s  a d de oted T  hereafter. In each district, every building had been built in the same 
period and previously refurbished at the same time. Therefore, within one district, all buildings share 
the same constructive characteristics and the same energy class (from A=best to G=worst 
performance) according to the available energy performance certificates. The characteristics of the 
two districts, that consist in 21 buildings in total, are summarised in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Characteristics of the two districts to refurbish 




% of dwellings in large 
apartment blocks 




District 1 (D1) 6 581 87 13 D 
District 2 (D2) 15 579 85 15 E 
As it would be time consuming to model in detail and to perform simulation on every building, a set 
of three representative buildings was chosen in a first step: one large apartment block in district 1 
(D1), and one large apartment block and one tower in district 2 (D2). The characteristics of the three 
representative buildings are given in Table 3 and pictures of the buildings are shown in Figure 4. 
Table 3: Characteristics of the three representative buildings 




Wall insulation Roof insulation Energy 
class 
D1 B with 5 storeys 72 1957 
5 cm insulation 















(a) B D1: Large apartment block from 
district 1 (building in foreground) 
 
(c) T D2: Large apartment block from 
district 2 
 
(b) B D2: Large apartment block from 
district 2 
Figure 4 : Picture of the three studied representative buildings. Photo credits: OPHM. 
In the studied districts, two orientations are possible for the large apartment blocks: the two largest 
façades can be oriented to the East and West (E-W), or they can be oriented to the North and South 
(N-S). As the tower has an almost square base, the orientation has less influence on this building. In 
order to take into account the two possible orientations for blocks in the virtual portfolio, 
5 morphologies of buildings were defined, from on the three real buildings, in a second step. 
In a third step, a virtual building stock was modelled. The number of buildings of each morphology 
was chosen so that the share of dwellings of energy class E as well as the share of dwellings in tower 
are representative of what is observed in the two real districts. In order to reduce the search space of 
the optimisation algorithm, 7 buildings were chosen according to these rules. The characteristics of 
the virtual portfolio are given in Table 4, and the three steps used to model the virtual portfolio are 
summarised in Figure 5. 
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Table 4: Characteristics of the virtual portfolio considered in this study 





B with 5 storeys E-W 1 72 
B with 5 storeys N-S 2 144 
D2 
B with 5 storeys E-W 2 60 
B with 5 storeys N-S 1 60 
T with 10 storeys - 1 29 
 
 
Figure 5: Modelling process of the virtual social housing portfolio 
Each building of the virtual portfolio is refurbished independently of the others. For instance, the two 
large apartment blocks of D1 with a N-S orientation may be refurbished differently. 
3.3 Renovation actions 
The practicable renovation actions for this stock were discussed with an engineering design office. 
Actions on envelope and systems were studied. Several renovation actions were combined for 
technical or economic reasons. For each building, four groups of combined actions, corresponding to 
four genes in the a tio  h o oso e , were investigated. They are related to façade 
refurbishment, loft insulation, cavity insulation and energy systems replacement, as shown in Figure 
6. 
Step 3: 
Creation a of virtual portfolio 
representative of the real one:
- Same share of housing in 
energy classes D and E 
- Same share of housing in 
B and in T
 Virtual portfolio of 7 
buildings = 
2 B D1 N-S + 1 B D1 E-W
+ 1 B D2 N-S + 2 B D2 E-W
+ 1 T D2
Step 1: 
Selection of representatives  
large apartment blocks (B) 
and housing towers (T) in 2 
districts to refurbish in 
priority
- District 1 (D1): 1 B
District 2 (D2): 1 B + 1 T
 3 representatives 
buildings
Step 2: 
For large apartment blocks 









Figure 6: Groups of combined renovation actions to be applied to the virtual portfolio 
Regarding façade refurbishment, four actions were combined: wall insulation, wall covering, 
windows replacement and ventilation replacement. When refurbishing a façade, it is obvious to both 
change the insulation and the covering. Refurbishing the walls and changing the windows at the 
same time is more cost effective as costs e.g. for scaffolding occurs only once. Furthermore, it is 
advised to refurbish the façade and the ventilation system at the same time because keeping the old 
ventilation system together with the new façade that have an increased air tightness could lead to 
moisture and air quality issues. Three insulation levels were investigated for external walls: a 
minimum level to reach a French tax credit for the renovation (CITE), a medium level corresponding 
to the French regulation level for new buildings (RT2012), and a high level corresponding to the 
Passivhaus renovation level (EnerPHit). Two façade coverings are possible: plaster and cladding. For 
windows, only one option was studied (a double glazed windows with a U value of 1,4 W/m²/K) 
which is currently the most sold type of windows and therefore the most cost effective option. For 








Level CITE Level RT2012 Level EnerPHit
Double-glazed windows
Plaster Cladding
Single-flow (SF) Double-flow (DF)
No 
renovation
• Loft insulation Level CITE Level RT2012 Level EnerPHit No reno.Gene 2
Loft renovation
• Cavity insulation Level CITE Level RT2012 Level EnerPHit No reno.Gene 3
Cavity renovation
• Heating and DWH 
systems
Heating: central heating 
flushing + hydraulic 
balancing + new 
thermostatic valves 












renovation are possible for gene 1. A 13th combination was added: it corresponds to the case where 
the façade is not refurbished. 
For gene 2, three levels of loft insulation were investigated. In addition, the absence of loft 
renovation is investigated. Similarly, for gene 3, four allelic versions are possible for the cavity 
insulation. 
Regarding the change of heating and DHW in gene 4, the o e o atio  alte ati e is ot studied, 
as it is necessary for safety reason to replace the bath-heathers currently installed in each dwelling. 
Three renovation packages, corresponding to three allelic versions of gene 4, were investigated. In 
the first one, small maintenance actions are performed on the heat distribution system and a new 
collective gas boiler is installed for DHW. In the second package, a new collective gas boiler is 
installed for heating and DHW and small maintenance actions are conducted on the heat distribution 
network. In the third package, a connexion to the local district heating is considered for heating and 
DHW, and maintenance actions on the heat distribution network are undertaken. 
It is worth mentioning that the renovation actions listed above are appropriate for the buildings of 
the studied districts. For other types of building such as historic buildings, another set of renovation 
actions has to be defined in concertation with an engineering design office; external insulation being 
for instance not suitable. 
Costs of renovation actions were defined with a partner engineering design office and are listed in 
Table 5. The connection to the district heating was free in this case study: due to the high future 
potential benefits, the energy provider was willing to pay for this investment if the social portfolio 
property owner gradually connected its building stock to the grid. 
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Table 5: Investment costs of renovation actions 
Actions Costs (material and installation) 
Plaster + rock wool 120 €/ ² EnerPHit level) 
Cladding + rock wool 250 €/ ² E e PHit level) 
Rock wool for loft insulation 46 €/ ² EnerPHit level) 
Rock wool for cavity insulation 57 €/ ² EnerPHit level) 
Polyurethane for flat roof insulation 78 €/ ² E e PHit level) 
Removal of old insulation material 15 €/ ² 
Windows replacement 200 €/ ² 
Windows frame covering 65 €/  
Rolling shutters 140 €/ ² 
Scaffolding 7 €/ ² 
Walls preparation work 12 €/ ² 
Single-flow ventilation 750 €/stai ell +  €/ai  i let 
Double-flow ventilation 3,500 €/dwelling 
Central heating flushing 1,000 €/ uildi g 
Hydraulic balancing 100 €/dwelling + 100 €/ ise  pipe 
Thermostatic valves 75 €/ al e 
Expansion vessel 3,000 € fo  ,  litters 
New gas boiler and distribution 25,000 €/stai ell + ,  €/ ise  pipe +  €/dwelling 
Connection to the district heating + substations 0 € 
 
In this study, 208 combinations of building envelope are possible for each building (combinations of 
alleles of genes 1, 2 and 3). 208 DBES are therefore required to evaluate the heating load for each 
building. For each DBES, 3 packages of energy systems are practicable, leading to 624 combinations 
of renovation actions for one building. Each of the four groups of combined renovation actions can 
take place during the years 1 to 5 (given that a five-year planning was considered), meaning that five 
levels are possible for each of the four groups. For each building          combinations of time-
scheduled actions are thus possible. Finally, according to the number of possible renovation actions 
per buildings, the number of buildings, and the renovation work period, the number of possible 
renovation schedules reaches          . The number of DBES is small compared to the number of 
schedules. Running all DBES simulations at the beginning of the optimisation process and archiving 
the results, instead of running DBES for each schedule reduce the process time by several orders of 
magnitude. 
3.4 Objectives and constraints 
Two objectives that are important to the portfolio property owner are taken into account in this 
study: minimise the global investment cost and minimise the final energy consumption for heating. 
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The global investment cost corresponds to CAPEX over 5 years. Only the CAPEX is included in the 
study because it appears to be the key point for the portfolio owner, the OPEX been offset by the 
rents of the tenants. The energy consumption is cumulated over 20 years as it is assumed that if the 
district is refurbished, no further renovation will take place over the next 20 years. Minimising the 
energy consumption for heating will tend to reduce the share of charges in the rent of the tenants. 
For other case studies, it might be necessary to include both CAPEX and OPEX in the cost analysis. 
Given these two objectives, two trivial renovation schedules were included in the initial population 
for the optimisation step. The first solution corresponds to the case in which no renovation action is 
taken on genes 1 to 3, and buildings are connected to the district heating during the first renovation 
year. It leads to the lowest investment cost and to a high cumulated heating consumption. The 
second solution corresponds to the case in which all buildings are refurbished to reach the best 
energy performance (EnerPHit level, double-flow ventilation system and connection to the district 
heating) from the first renovation year. This leads to the lowest cumulated energy consumption and 
a high investment cost. This point is an extremum when no constraints are considered. 
Five multi-year funding constraints (i.e. one for each renovation year) and one global funding 
constraint were considered. For the multi-year funding constraints, the yearly available budget was 
1/5th of the total budget. 
Other quantities of interest can be calculated within the optimisation platform (comfort indicators, 
GHG emissions fo  heati g… . E e  though the  were not used in this case study, they can be useful 
in the final decision process in order to choose the most appropriate renovation schedule. 
4 Results 
4.1 Preliminary results 
4.1.1 Algorithm settings 
Different tests were conducted in order to increase the algorithm performance for our case study. 
The performance was assessed using the evolution of the Pareto-front over generations, as well as 
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the normalised hypervolume [58] (i.e. the volume delimited by the normalised Nadir point and the 
normalised points of the Pareto-front). The tests showed that increasing the numbers of members 
per generation makes the convergence slower at the beginning of the process (i.e. it took more 
generations to reach the same hypervolume value). Furthermore, when the crossover probability 
increased or when the mutation probability decreased, the convergence was faster at the beginning 
of the process. Recht [59] found similar conclusions in terms of convergence for another case study. 
Due to the high number of possible renovation schedules and the potentially large number of Pareto-
optimal schedules, the population size was set to 260 members. Considering the evolution of the 
hypervolume, the algorithm was stopped after 1,500 generations; this type of stopping criterion is 
the most frequently applied according to Costa-Carrapiço et al. [4]. This number of generations is 
high compared to what is frequently observed in the literature. It was chosen for a research purpose 
in this work as the number possible schedules is high. The crossover probability was 0.9 and the 
mutation probability was 0.5. The mutation probability was set at this high value in order to favour 
the diversity and to reduce the rate of duplicated members. Using the previously mentioned 
parameters values, each optimisation took around 72 h on a 2 cores laptop with a i7-6850U 
processor of 1.9 Ghz. 
4.1.2 Algorithm validation 
Two preliminary analyses were run in order to validate the algorithm adaptations. In the first one, 
the time sequencing was not taken into account and all renovations were performed within one time 
period. Furthermore, the budget was unlimited. The statistical analysis of the characteristics of 
Pareto-optimal schedules showed that buildings from D2, that initially had a lower energy efficiency 
(class E) were more likely to be refurbished than buildings of D1 (initially of class D). Regarding the 
change of heating and DHW systems, all Pareto-optimal solutions were linked to the district heating 
as this solution has the lowest investment cost and the higher energy performance. In addition, for 
the wall covering, plaster was preferred over cladding due to the lower cost of this alternative for a 
similar energy performance. 
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I  the se o d p eli i a  a al sis, the hi h ea  uestio  as added a d e o atio s ould e 
planned within 5 years. However, yearly and global budgets were unlimited. In this case, the 
algorithm should converge towards the same renovation actions for the same buildings as during the 
first analysis. Furthermore, with the budget free, all actions (100 %) should be undertaken during the 
first year for Pareto-optimal schedules. The observed results were close to those expected. As shown 
in Figure 7, the Pareto front of this second analysis (with planning, i.e. within 5 years) is close to the 
one of the first analysis (without planning, i.e. within 1 year), especially for low investments, i.e. 
when few renovation actions are performed. Due to the inclusion of trivial solutions, the two Pareto 
fronts share the two same extrema. Regarding the actions set, 94 % of the façade renovations (the 
most expensive combination of renovation actions) are carried out during the first year. In addition, 
47 % of the cavity renovations, 43 % of the loft renovations and 83 % of the system replacement 
were programmed during the first year. The small gaps between expected and observed results can 
be explained by the convergence which was not completely reached. The results of the two 
preliminary analyses are detailed in Pannier et al. [60]. In view of these small gaps, the algorithm 
adaptations have been validated and more realistic studies were performed as presented in 4.2. 
 
Figure 7: Pareto fronts for the two preliminary analyses 
4.2 Results of the case study 
In the results presented in the next paragraphs, yearly and global budget constraints are taken into 
a ou t, allo i g to a s e  the hi h a tio , hi h uildi g  a d hi h ea  uestio s fo  the 
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case study. Two funding alternatives were studied. In the first one, the global budget is sufficient in 
order to renovate all buildings of the stock to the best energy performance. This first alternative is 
de oted full F  fo  full fu di g he eafte . I  the se o d alte ati e, the glo al a aila le udget 
reaches half of the total budget required to renovate buildings with the best energy performance. 
This second alte ati e is de oted half F  fo  half of the fu di g he eafte . I  both alternatives, the 
yearly budget corresponds to 1/5th of the global budget. 
The evolution of the normalised hypervolume with the number of generations is plotted in Figure 8. 
From the first generation the hypervolume value is high as trivial solutions were included in the first 
population. The hypervolume continuously increases generation after generation, showing that the 
algorithm continues to find new optimal schedules. Due to the more severe constraints taken into 
a ou t i  half F , the h pe olu e of this alte ati e is s alle . After 450 generations fo  full F  
and 300 ge e atio s fo  half , the hypervolume increases at a slower rate but the process was 
continued until 1,500 generations in order to have more population members in the Pareto-front and 
therefore more diversity in the optimal schedules. 
 
Figure 8: Evolution of the normalised hypervolume over the generations 
The evolution of the Pareto front is plotted in Figure 9 fo  the full F  alternative. After 
50 generations, a lot of optimal schedules from generation 1 500 are missed. The Pareto-front of 
generation 300 and 1 500 share a lot of optimal schedules, especially for low investments. Extending 













investment is required. For a research purpose, results of the Pareto front at the generation 
1 500 are further analysed in the next paragraphs. 
 
Figure 9 : Evolution of the Pareto front from generation 0 to generation 1 500 
The Pareto fronts reached at generation 1,500 are plotted in Figure 10. The objectives values units at 
the building stock level are in €/dwelling for the investment and kWh/m²/year for the mean energy 
consumption over 20 years, as these metrics are significant to the portfolio property manager. The 
lower part of the Pareto fronts is similar in both alternatives and they share the same extremum that 
was included as a trivial solution. Due to the yearly budget constraint, the second trivial solution was 
not kept in the Pareto front but previous tests had shown that it allowed to produce more diversity 
in other solutions. Due to the more severe yearly o st ai ts o side ed i  half F , less o e  is 




Figure 10: Pareto-front for the alternative full F  (left) and half F  (right) 
In the  half F  alte ati e, a ha ge of slope is o se ed i  the Pa eto f o t i  Figure 10. This change 
is linked to the way one additional euro is allocated to the buildings as shown in Figure 11. In the two 
graphs of Figure 11, Pareto optimal schedules are ranked by increasing investment order and the 
investments and energy consumption per building are plotted. For low investment, small renovations 
are started. From the 18th member, more money is invested in the tower T D2. Consequently, the 
consumption for this building decreases significantly. Then from member 41 to member 126, 
different investments are selected in order to reduce the global energy consumption. Expensive 
renovation actions are undertaken for each building of district D2 resulting in a high reduction of 
their energy consumption. From member 126, large actions are performed on each building of D2 
and additional actions to reduce their consumption are less expensive and less efficient. This explains 
the slope increase. Finally, from member 137, costly actions are selected on buildings of D1, leading 
to the second change of slope. Investments in D1 first result in a decrease on the investments in B D2 
N-S. For higher investment, B D1 E-W both buildings of D2 and are refurbished. 




Figure 11 : Investment (upper graph) and energy consumption (lower graph) of optimal schedules for the half F  
alternative 
Investment and energy consumption may vary significantly between both districts and from one 
building to another. The distribution of energy consumption and investment of Pareto optimal 

















































































































































































Pareto front members ranked by increasing investment order
B D1 E-W B D1 N-S1 B D1 N-S2 B D2 N-S B D2 E-W1 B D2 E-W2 T D2
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boxplots3, the red mark corresponds to the mean and the orange one to the median value. The violet 
cross represents the final heating energy consumption before renovation. In this case study, energy 
retrofit costs per dwelling range from 1,000 to 40,000 € depe di g o  the uildi g, a d i est e ts 
above 25,000 € pe  d elli g a e u o o . These results are consistent with those of a study 
conducted in six European countries, where the CAPEX in social housing were found to range from 
21,000 to 46,000 € pa  d elli g ith the energy portion ranging from 9,000 to 17, € [61]. 
It can be observed from Figure 12 that statistically, more money is invested in the buildings of district 
D2 that had a higher energy consumption before the renovation actions (class E). The total energy 
consumption is more likely to be lower in the buildings of district D2 after the renovation. The higher 
investment and the lower consumption for D2 are explained by the actions applied: as shown later in 
Figure 13, the expensive and efficient combination of renovation actions of gene 1 is more likely to 
be applied to D2. When the budget constraints are higher alte ati e half F , investments are 
strongly reduced in the apartment blocks of D1. Furthermore, for the apartment blocks of D2, the 
average investment slightly decreases fo  the half F  alte ati e. In that case, the priority is given to 
the tower for which the investment level remains high. For this building, the maximal investment can 
e highe  i  half F  tha  i  full F  as the algo ith  has e plo ed the o e e pe si e laddi g 
optio  fo  the all o e i g i  half F , hile i  full F  the all o e i g is al a s plaste  as 
displayed in Figure 13. 
                                                          
3
 A violin boxplot is a graph combining a boxplot and a kernel density estimate of the distribution.  
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Figure 12: Distribution of consumptions and investments per building for the alternative full F  (left) and half F  right  
The renovation actions that are performed for each building and each year are shown in Figure 13 
using two graphs for each alternative. The share of renovation actions applied on each building at the 
end of the renovation process is plotted in the upper graphs (graphs A). In these graphs, one group of 
seven bars corresponds to a category of renovation action. For example, two shades of blue are used 
for actions on the ventilation: dark blue for SF and light blue for DF. In a group of seven bars, each 
bar represents one building of the virtual portfolio. 
Regarding the façade renovation (gene 1), the tower was the most refurbished building before the 
apartment blocks of D2. Apartment blocks of D1 we e less efu ished, espe iall  i  the half F  
alternative. In addition, apartment blocks with an E-W orientation were slightly more renovated than 
those having a N-S orientation, due to their higher energy consumption before refurbishment. 
Buildings of D2 were more frequently refurbished with a single-flow ventilation leading to an 
improvement of the energy performance at a lower cost. Two equivalent buildings such as the two 
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different distributions, means and median values observed in Figure 12. For instance, one of these 
two building (B D2 E-W right) is more refurbished in the half F  alternative but the refurbishment is 
more likely to be less efficient. For D1 buildings, which had a higher energy performance before 
renovation (class D), when a façade renovation was applied, the double-flow ventilation was 
preferred in order to significantly increase the performance. The minimal wall insulation level (CITE), 
that have a lower investment cost, was o e f e ue tl  hose , espe iall  i  half F . Ho e e , 
higher insulation level such as RT2012 and to a lesser extent EnerPHit may be chosen to reach a 
higher energy performance. When buildings were refurbished, the preferred covering was plaster as 
this option is less expensive. 
Regarding cavity renovation (gene 2), the same trends are observed than for gene 1: buildings of D2 
and buildings with an E-W orientation were more frequently refurbished. In addition, the tower was 
still the most frequently refurbished building. When the budget constraints are more severe, the 
share of apartment blocks renovated slightly decreases while the share of tower renovated 
increases, showing that the priority is given to this building in average. There is not clear trend 
regarding the insulation level to choose. However, when the constraints are strong, the insulation 
level EnerPHit is almost never used for buildings of D1. 
Regarding loft insulation (gene 3), different trends are observed. Buildings of D1 were more 
frequently refurbished than buildings of D2. This can be explained by the difference in the roofs of 
buildings of D1 and of D2. While buildings of D1 have a flat roof insulation, the insulation of buildings 
of D2 is set on the floor of the unoccupied roof space. In addition, it is difficult to conclude regarding 
the choice of insulation level. 
For the systems renovation (gene 4), the buildings should be connected to the district heating, which 
can be explained by the fact that this option leads to the lowest investment costs. 
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Figure 13: Characteristics of the optimal schedules for the alternative full F  graphs A and B left  and half F  graphs A 
and B right). The y-axis gives the probability of renovation. 
The share of renovation actions performed each year at the portfolio level is plotted in the lower 
graphs of Figure 13 (graphs B). In these graphs, one group of six bars corresponds to the actions 
conducted each year on all buildings of the virtual portfolio and one bar correspond a category of 
renovation action. Whe  the udget o st ai ts a e lo e  alte ati e full F , s ste s a e 
refurbished from the first year. Other renovations are then planned over time and carried out as 
soon as budget is available: they are mainly performed during year 1, 2 or 3. When budget 
o st ai ts a e o e se e e half F , e o atio  o k is re-scheduled over the five years but the 
change of energy systems is still the priority: for almost all Pareto-optimal schedules, this action is 
done during the first or the second year. This result cannot be generalised: it corresponds to the very 
specific context of this case study where district heating is used, and subsidised by the company. 
Thus the cost of the third package of the system renovation only consists in the maintenance actions 
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on the heating distribution network. In the case of a gas boiler, improving the envelope would 
probably be prioritised because otherwise a large boiler would first be installed, and the heating 
demand would eventually decrease, leading to a low load and a low efficiency. For next studies, it is 
thus recommended to improve the modelling of the boiler efficiency so that this parameter vary 
according to the boiler load rate. 
Graphs of Figure 13 do not inform about the degree of urgency of performing one action on one 
building as the link between refurbished buildings and year of renovation is not plotted. In order to 
determine in which actions to invest in priority for one building, graphs of Figure 13 can be used. 
They are given for three buildings for the alte ati e full F . In each graph, the characteristics of the 
Pareto-optimal schedules are scanned in the direction of an increased global investment. Members 
of the Pareto front are ranked from smallest to largest investment. For each investment, if a 
renovation is applied on façades, lofts, cavities or systems, a counter is incremented. The ordinate 
axis corresponds to the probability of performing a renovation on each of the four elements. For the 
apartment block of D1 with an E-W orientation (B D1 E-W), the first euros are invested for systems 
and loft renovation, while cavity insulation and to a larger extend façade renovation are less urgent. 
Thus such renovation actions are more likely to be performed after the first year. On the contrary, for 
the tower of D2 (T D2) all of four combined renovation actions are undertaken even if the investment 
is low, showing that all renovation actions are urgent for this building. 
 
Figure 14: Order of renovation actions to perform for two buildings (B D1 E-W upper graph, T D2 graph below) for the 
alternative full F  
T D2B D1 E-W
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5 Discussions and perspectives 
The application of the proposed methodology requires interactions between the portfolio property 
owner and a consultant familiar with energy simulation. The developed tool is intended to be used 
by the consultant who can advise facility managers based on the results obtained. This approach may 
differ from the methodology currently applied by facility managers who generally use easily managed 
tools that may lead to sub-optimal renovation strategies. More efficient renovation sequences, that 
meet budget constraints, can be identified in a limited computation time using the adapted 
optimisation algorithm. 
In the case study, three representative buildings were chosen in order to model the virtual portfolio. 
The choice was based on expert judgement and on parameters describing the building state before 
refurbishment (morphology, energy class). However, choosing representative buildings on the basis 
of these criteria may be not sufficient nor justified as highlighted by Rivallain et al. [62]. In future 
work, a clustering approach, as used in Pistore et al. [24] or Rivallain et al. [62], will be investigated in 
order to identify representative buildings more appropriately and to improve the modelling. 
Furthermore, the case study could be extended in order to include buildings from other districts of 
the building portfolio. In this case, the same optimisation process can help identifying which district 
should be refurbished in priority, similarly to other studies using different methodologies [23,31,32]. 
When renovations are applied to a building, they should lead to a significant decrease of energy 
consumptions. If it is not the case, the building will have a poor energy performance until the next 
renovation 20 or 25 years later. In addition, incomplete renovation will make further renovation less 
economical, e.g. increasing an insulation thickness from 6 to 12 cm is less favourable economically 
than from 0 to 12 cm. In order to ensure that renovations are efficient, an a posteriori filtering of 
optimal solutions can currently be set up. However, the methodology could be extended to consider 
safeguards in terms of installed insulation thickness and of energy performance gain obtained 
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through the renovation. By using such additional constraints poor renovation actions would be 
avoided. 
In this study, the main focus was on energy consumption and investment cost. Although not shown 
in the present paper, the thermal comfort was also studied in order to ensure that the renovation did 
not cause overheating in summer. Assuming both natural ventilation at night (a flow rate of 10 vol/h 
was set when the indoor temperature exceeds 24 °C while the outdoor temperature remains below 
the indoor temperature) and the use of blinds on summer days (80 % occultation on the windows), 
overheating was avoided. In the most energy efficient renovations, the temperature did not exceed 
28 °C for most buildings. In the worst case, for the N-S oriented apartment block of district D2, the 
indoor temperature exceeded 28°C during 35 hours per year, but remained below 31 °C, as shown in 
Table 6. 
Table 6: Summer comfort in the 5 building morphologies with the most energy efficient renovations 
Building Number of hours above 
28 °C 
Discomfort Degree Hour 
(basis 28 °C) 
Maximal temperature in the hottest thermal 
zone 
B D1 E-W 0 h 0 DH 27,7 °C 
B D1 N-S 12 h 12 DH 28,7 °C 
B D2 N-S 35 h 54 DH 30,7 °C 
B D2 E-W 0 h 0 DH 27,6 °C 
T D2 0 h 0 DH 26,5 °C 
 
Regarding the results, some analysis, such as the analysis on the slope change, has showed that it is 
not as easy as expected to set priorities in the renovation actions. In fact, studying the ratio energy 
consumption over investment for each building is not sufficient as the research space is not 
continuous. Due to the budgetary yearly and global constraints, as well as the significant investments 
required for some groups of renovation actions (e.g. for the façade renovation described in gene 1), 
optimal renovation schedules are complex to identify. 
The aim of this study was to identify the priorities in terms of renovation action to perform, type of 
building to refurbish and scheduling. Therefore, a set of Pareto-optimal schedules was analysed. 
However, the methodology presented in section 2 could be further extended using a MCDM method 
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to find the renovation schedule that best matches the decision- ake ’s p efe e es among the 
optimal solutions. In order to meet the decision, not only energy performance and cost are of 
interest. Additional qualitative criteria should be assessed for each optimal solution such as aesthetic 
aspects [63] or social related aspects (attractiveness of the residential buildings, specific demands 
f o  te a ts, … , which are important for building owners. Delhomme et al. [64] proposed an 
interesting participatory decision support tool based on an abstract argumentation system, in which 
all decision-makers explain their arguments to choose the most appropriate set of criteria as well as 
the best schedule. Then their tool helps solving potential conflicts between arguments and 
prioritising alternatives. 
6 Conclusion 
This paper presents a literature analysis on the optimisation of the refurbishment of building stocks. 
Some gaps were identified regarding the set of renovation actions to perform, the chosen 
optimisation criteria, and the possibilities to a s e  the hi h action , hi h uildi g  a d hi h 
year  uestions in one optimisation step without weighting a priori the performance criteria. 
Consequently, a methodology is proposed to help portfolio property owners to set refurbishment 
priorities under multi-year funding constraints. The methodology is based on the NSGA-II 
optimisation algorithm with some adaptations. Two chromosomes and specific constraints 
management were implemented in order to help building owners to determine in which buildings 
and renovation actions to invest first, as well as how to plan renovations over time. Furthermore, we 
suggest assessing the building energy performance using a dynamic building energy performance 
tool. In the optimisation process, the performance of renovation schedules is gradually improved and 
the set of Pareto-optimal schedules at the last generation is statistically analysed. From this analysis, 
priorities are established in terms of type of action to perform, type of building to refurbish and time 
sequencing. The methodology was applied to a virtual social housing portfolio representative of a 
real one located in Greater Paris Area. Renovation actions were carried out on the envelopes and 
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systems of the seven buildings of the virtual portfolio. Within NSGA-II algorithm, the investment cost 
and energy consumption of numerous five-year renovation schedules were assessed and compared. 
After 1,500 generations, the statistical analysis of Pareto-optimal solutions showed that the 
connection of buildings to the district heating should be done in the first year. This result is specific to 
our case study in which the connection to the district heating is free of charge. Then, the façade 
renovation of the buildings that had a higher energy consumption before renovation should be 
undertaken as soon as required budget is available. Despite the fact that the results are case-study 
dependent, the methodology can be applied to various buildings stocks refurbishment problems in 
order to find the best renovation schedules, provided that the definition of the optimisation problem 
and the input data are consistent with the specifics of the stock. In addition, we recommend further 
extending the proposed methodology with a clustering approach to identify representative buildings, 
using more advanced results visualisation techniques, and involving an MCDM method to find the 
best renovation schedule based on decision- ake ’s p efe e es. 
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